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MUTO and Tasaburo YAMAGUTI. Physical Institute, Tokyo Imperial University. (Rec. March 1, 1929 . Comm. by T. TERADA, M.I.A., March 12, 1929 The object of the present investigation was to extend G. P. Thomson's experiment1) on the diffraction of homogeneous cathode rays by thin films of metals and celluloid to any substance which can be obtained in powdered form.2)
The apparatus which had been employed by Mr. Kikuchi3) inhis experiment on mica was at our disposal and all the experimental procedure was the same as before, except the preparation of the specimen which may be worth describing in detail.
At first trial, a thin celluloid film was used for the means of suspending a thin layer of the crystalline powder.
The powder was stirred up in a closed vessel and the fine smoky particles suspended in air were slowly precipitated on the film, through which the rays were to be passed. Inthe diffraction pattern thus obtained, the effect produced by the celluloid film was superposed on that of the crystalline powder and the latter was often blurred by that of the former.
A thin flake of mica was also tried in place of the celluloid film without success .
In the next trial, the powder was precipitated as above on a thin slice, about 40-50 p thick, of the pith of a plant " Tetrapanax papyrifer K. Koch," whose common name in Japanese is Tsudatsuboku .4) The idea was that this material is very light and porous, and its slice forms a fine net consisting of the walls of the vegetable cells , so that the powder may be suspended in theinterstices. In this case the result was more satisfactory.
The diffraction due to the pith was not the type of regular haloes which would mask the effect of the crystalline powder, and several discrete diffraction rings due to the latter were observable.
On examining by a microscope the distribution of the powder in the vegetable net, it was found thatin the sample , with which a good 1) G.P. Thomsom, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 117 (1928) , 600; 119 (1928) , 651. 2) I n a recent number of Comptes Rendues [188 (1929) , 2441, which we have just received, a similar experiment is described by M . Pontes. The present experiment was, however, carried out quite independently .
3) S. Kikuchi, Jap. Jour. Phys., 5 (1928), 83. 4) We are indebted to Prof. K. Fujii, the Botanical Institute , Tokyo Imperial Uni versity, for his kind help in preparing the samples. In Fig. 1 is shown one of the patterns obtained in this way using the powder of magnesium oxide, the velocity of the cathode rays being 50 in terms of kilovolts. Similar patterns were obtained from graphite powder.
In Tables I and II The spacings of reflecting planes given in the second columns are the mean values calculated from the radii of rings in the photograms taken with the rays of different wave-lengths ranging from 0.044 to 0.062 A. The X-ray data are due to Wyckoff') for MgO and to Hassel and Mark 2) for graphite.
As will be seen from the tables, the values of spacings obtained by means of cathodeandX-rays are in good accord. Moreover, a fair agreement will be found in the relative intensitiesof the rings. ') In conclusion, the authors wish to express their best thanks to Professor S. Nishikawa for his continued interest during the work and also to Mr. S. Kikuchi for his kind advices in the early course of the experiment. 3) It may seem that in the case of graphite the agreement is not good . There is, however, a discrepancy of the same degree among the X-ray intensities of different investigators.
